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Numerous studies have suggested that different technologies have different effects on students’ learning of mathematics, particularly in facilitating students’ graphing skills and preferences for representations. For example, there are claims that students who prefer algebraic representations can experience discomfort in learning mathematics concepts using computers (Weigand and Weller, 2001; Villarreal, 2000) whilst students using calculators preferred graphical representation (Keller and Hirsch, 1994).

Although, arguably, the teaching of mathematics has traditionally centred more on procedural skills, it is possible that students’ understandings, preferences and difficulties in relating different representations might be explained by analysing students’ thought processes in terms of the making of conjectures.

Within the topic of iteration, this study investigated how using graphical calculators, and PC-based graphing software changed A-level mathematics students’ conjectures in relation to: 1) students’ understanding of the concepts of iteration, and their discovery of the properties of particular iterations; 2) students’ preferences for representations; and 3) the way the students express their conjectures.

Students were observed tackling iteration questions using graphical calculators, and, later, graphing software. The students’ written inferences were collected using two parallel worksheets and were subsequently analysed using a coding scheme developed based on previous studies in the literature, and focusing on students’ conjectures as a unit of analysis.

The investigation found similar results to those of previous studies in terms of graphing difficulty, linking different representations and preferences for representations. However, the results also hinted that the computer positively influences students’ understanding of iteration and their movement between representations more than the graphical calculator; and this possibility requires further research.
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